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The Fays: Tragedy and Trials  
 

The Tragedy  
 

Let me take you back to mid-Victorian England; to a town in the Northeast called 

Sunderland. It was a beautiful, bright and warm day on Saturday the 16th of June, 

1883. A perfect day, in fact, for a magic performance by the Fays to be given at the 

impressive Victoria Hall.  

 

 

 

 

 

The red diamond marks the location 

of Sunderland in the North East of 

England. 

Victoria Hall, Sunderland. 



In the days leading up 

to the performance, 

local residents were 

promised “The 

Greatest Treat for 

Children Ever Given”.  

 

Alexander Fay, a 

travelling magician, 

ventriloquist, and 

entertainer, along with 

members of his 

company had visited 

several local schools 

creating huge 

anticipation for the 

show by promising 

talking waxworks, 

living marionettes, 

conjuring tricks and a 

Great Ghost Illusion. 

To further drum-up 

demand for the 

show, many of the 

local school teachers 

were provided free 

admissions if they 

agreed to distribute 

handbills to their 

classes and 

encourage their 

students to attend 

the performance.  

 

But possibly what 

generated the most 

excitement, certainly 

among the children 

in the town and local 



surrounding 

communities, was the 

announcement that 

“Every child will 

stand the chance of 

receiving a handsome 

present”. All this was 

being offered for a 

one penny admission 

fee.  

 

So it was no surprise 

that on that lovely 

Saturday afternoon, 

somewhere between 

1,500 and 2,000 

children showed up 

at the Victorian Hall 

seeking admission.  

 

The Victoria Hall, 

situated on the corner 

of Toward Road and 

Laura Street had opened its doors in 1872 through the generosity of Edward 

Backhouse, famous in Sunderland for his philanthropy. He was committed to 

charitable and temperance work particularly amongst the poor in the East End of the 

city. It is here that he saw the need for a new public hall and a site was chosen in 

1870 next to Mowbray Park where the grand, Gothic style hall was built. Edward 

Backhouse had died four years earlier but he surely would have approved his 

trustees’ decision to allow a magic performance to be held that day.  

 

The hall was split into three. The stalls seated about 1,000 people; the gallery had 

seating for 1,100, with room for about 400 more. On this occasion, Fay was not 

allowed to make use of the dress circle because there was a standing rule not to open 

this area for admissions less than six pennies. So, with an overall potential capacity 

of around 2,500, Alexander Fay (and his business partner - his sister Annie) already 

knew from a recent performance in Newcastle, that his Grand Day stood a good 

chance of pulling in over £200, a tidy sum in those days. On this particular 

afternoon, the gallery was full to bursting, with excited children wondering what 

present they would receive. 



 

Adults were few: several of the school teachers who were given free tickets were in 

attendance, and Fay had several people on the doors, but the vast majority of 

children were unaccompanied with some as young as three years old. At around 

three o’clock the performance began. 

 

  
 

Alexander Fay made 

his grand entrance; 

boys and girls 

screamed with 

delight as his voice 

reached across the 

stage and into the 

gallery. By all 

accounts the 

performance was 

well received. A few 

boys had to be 

reprimanded for 

misbehaviour: 

spitting from the gallery and throwing hats and other objects on the audience below. 

At one point Fay produced an effect involving vast quantities of smoke which 



caused several children in the audience to vomit. But he quickly won them back with 

well-rehearsed conjuring effects.  

 

The whole performance lasted about an hour and a half, with an interval. Fay built 

up to his finale by producing pigeons, which flew round the hall, but his final effect 

was the hat trick, in which toys were conjured out of a hat, and thrown to the 

audience.  

 

Fay, along with his helpers, continued throwing small treats to the children in the 

body of the hall. Each throw resulted in a scrummage as a beaming child secreted a 

gift, and others scampered for the next treat. The children in the gallery looked on in 

horror, as no treats were coming their way. The action was all downstairs. “You will 

get yours on the way out,” Fay reassured the children up in the balcony.  

 

A man called Hesseltine was 

dispatched to hand out prizes at the 

door by which the gallery children 

left. Suddenly the word spread in the 

gallery, "This way for presents." 

Children nearest the upstairs exits 

who heard the summons quickly 

slipped out. 

  

Hundreds of frenzied children 

desperate not to miss out on the 

promised gifts soon followed; 

running down the flights of stairs.  

 

Now what unfolds in the next few 

minutes is surely the greatest tragedy 

of any magic performance and one of 

the saddest events in England’s long 

history, for the door separating the 

main hall and the gallery had become 

bolted partially closed with only an 22 

inch gap for egress allowing only a 

single child at a time to pass through.  

 

It goes without saying that a backlog 

soon occurred. It is believed that three 



children tried to pass through together and became wedged in the doorway. A flood 

of children then fell head over heels, one on top of the other. Screams and shrieks 

echoed down the staircases until all the air was squeezed from their lungs, but more 

still pressed down from above.  

"Don't let go of my hand, 

as someone is standing 

upon my face," whispered 

six-year-old Charlie 

Dixon to his big brother 

Alfie. As child after child 

tumbled on top of the 

pair, crushing the breath 

from their chests, Alfie 

felt an overwhelming 

tiredness as he tried to 

cling on. Minutes later, he 

was pulled barely 

conscious from the 

tangled heap of bodies. 

Little Charlie, however, 

was one of the youngsters 

who died that day.  

 

Mr Graham, the hall 

manager, was one of the 

first to arrive at the bolted 

door. He stated "When I 

approached the lower 

door I heard some fearful 

screams, groans and noises of struggling. I rushed to the door and attempted to open 

it, and found I could not do so; the bolt was in the socket about two feet from the 

door frame, and the opening was jammed up nearly as high as my head with the 

bodies of children.” Mr Graham rushed his way upstairs via an alternative route and 

came down the stairway crammed with children. When he reached the forth step 

from the bottom he found the children packed in a mass.  

 

“At first I did not think that any were dead, but when we tried to release them I 

discovered my mistake. I tried at first to take out children from the thickest of the 

mass, but they were so tightly wedged in that I could scarcely move them without 



risk of further injury to their poor limbs, so I began by picking out those little ones 

from the top who groaned, moved their limbs or showed other signs of life.”  

 

Some rather confused and contradictory statements were taken from the survivors. 

For example, twelve year old Thomas Wilson, who was at the back of the main hall, 

stated that a man on the stage told those downstairs that presents were available in 

the gallery.  

 

At the door a man was standing giving away presents but when the man saw a boy 

with five or six presents he said this will never do and bolted the door partially 

closed in order to better control the flow of children. He then threw some presents 

towards the street and told the children to leave via the Toward Road door. Thomas 

managed to get a round whistle and made his way home, safely.  

 

But many were not so lucky. Within the span of approximately 5 minutes, 183 

children (114 boys and 69 girls) were crushed or trampled to death and another 100 

seriously injured. Most of the victims were aged between seven and ten, but two 

were just three years old.  

 

Later, a child of thirteen was found, dazed, in Tatham Street, walking past a local 

chapel, holding her dead, four-year-old sister in her arms.  

 

The bodies, many barely recognizable, were laid out in rows for identification. More 

than one family lost all of their children. For Lizzie Hallewell this was surely the 



worst day of her life. She anxiously scanned the rows of the dead, and without 

showing any further signs of emotion pointed to a little figure, that's one.  

 

A few yards later she pointed again, that's another. Then as she 

came to the last child in the row, she lost composure and 

burst into loud sobs "My God! All my family, gone."  

 

The news of this devastating tragedy quickly spread and 

within days Alexander Fay and his sister Annie had 

gained international infamy. Queen Victoria wrote to the 

clergymen of the town, who relayed her message of 

condolence at the subsequent funerals and services 

throughout the town. 'Suffer little children to come unto 

me, for of such is the Kingdom of God'.  

 

 
 

The Early Years  
 

Before I describe further the aftermath of this tragedy, let me first present what led 

to Alexander and Annie performing in Sunderland on that fateful day in June.  

While much has been written about what has become to be known as the 

Sunderland Disaster, little has been written or is known about the Fays themselves. 

Eddie Dawes wrote about the incident in the Magic Circular in 1979 and concludes 

his article by stating that very little is known about the conjurer Alexander Fay and 

his sister Annie Fay. He cautions that Annie should not be confused with the 

celebrated Annie Eva Fay and that Alexander is accorded one small mention by 

Clarke in the Annals of Conjuring as being one of the earliest to do second-sight 

performances in imitation of Robert-Houdin.  

 

So, with this small scrap of information, I set about finding-out more about the Fays. 

First let’s see if we can discover who they are.  

 

 In researching the Fay’s identities and origins, I managed to piece together from 

census data that it was likely that Alexander was born around 1851 in Middlesex, 

England, and his sister was born around 1858. So at the time of the tragedy, 

Alexander would have been 32 and Annie only 25 years of age.  

 

We know this because Alexander Fay appears in the 1881 Census resident at 89 

Newchurch Road, in Lancashire, England as a border. His occupation is listed as a 

Queen Victoria 



Ventriloquist (Performer) and he is married. Annie Fay also appears at the same 

address, interestingly as a Ventriloquist Wife. This raises the question of whether 

Annie was actually Alexander’s wife rather than his sister as stated at both Victoria 

Hall inquests. I don’t think that to be the case but rather it was easier, and arguably 

cheaper at the time to seek lodging as husband and wife versus brother and sister. 

Later census data from both 1901 and 1911 confirms the approximate date of birth of 

both Annie and Alexander.  

Despite exhaustive searches, I was unable to find any birth records for an Alexander 

and/or Annie Fay with similar dates of birth. I had my strong suspicions that Fay 

was not their real names, but rather a stage name.  

 

Above: This is a typical census record from which data can be gleaned. The Fays are not 

shown on this particular record. 

Above: The 1881 Census for 89 Newchurch Road, Bacup, Lancashire, England showing details for 

Annie and Alexander Fay. 



The big breakthrough to the true identity of Alexander Fay came from Gary Hunt 

who as many of you know is researching Fasola. It turns out that there is a direct 

connection between Alexander Fay and Fasola (more about that later). In Gary’s 

research he came across the following notice that appeared in volume 29 of The 

Commercial Gazette on January 12, 1882. 
 

 

It announces that a John Butters on the 30th of December has loaned £60 to one 

Alfred Hutchinson, now staying at Trinity-buildings, Dewsbury. It lists Alfred 

Hutchinson’s trade as “professor of conjuring” and also states that Alfred 

Hutchinson is “commonly known as Alexander Fay”. It would appear that the loan 

was secured against Fay’s “conjuring appliances”.  

 

The first page of ‘The Commercial Gazette’, January 12, 1882. This page does not include the 

information on John Butters’ £60 loan. 



Through my own research I had already ascertained a relationship between Fay and 

a John Butters. I had established this link through an address, 83 Regent Street, in 

Derby.  

 
  

This address began 

to appear around 

March of 1879, in 

various small 

adverts that Fay 

was placing in 

newspapers and 

journals as well as 

on his early 

stationary (an 

example is show 

here). By tracking 

this address, I found 

that it was the 

location for the shop 

of John Butters who 

was pawnbroker 

and merchant. I 

further discovered 

an article in the 

local Derby paper 

about an incident 

that happened in 

February 1879 

involving a bill 

poster named 

Jonathan Bostock, 

Alexander Fay and 

John Butters.  

 

Fay was giving a performance at the Town Hall in Derby, when during the 

performance Jonathan Bostock, who Fay had previously employed as a bill poster, 

turned-up clanging his bell and demanding payment. John Butters, who was 



described as an assistant to Alexander Fay, stopped Bostock from entering the Town 

Hall. An altercation occurred on the steps where it would appear that Bostock 

swung the bell at Butters, who in self-defence raised his arms to guard off the blow; 

the bell bouncing back and striking Bostock in the face causing blood to flow.  

 

Bostock was later to bring a case against Butters, but the case was dismissed, the 

court finding that Bostock was not very sober on the evening in question.  

 

 Clearly this established a strong link between John Butters and Alexander Fay and 

so the reference to Alfred Hutchinson must be valid. This led me to find the birth 

certificate of one Alfred Hutchinson, born the 14th of July, 1851 to William and Mary 

Hutchinson at 7 White Horse Lane, in Lower Mile End Old Town in the county of 

Middlesex. Alfred’s father’s occupation is listed as a chemist. Through various 

additional research I am reasonably convinced that this is our man Alexander. 

However, research into the Hutchinson family continues.  

 

 

Birth Certificate for Alfred Hutchinson. 



Now that we have a good idea of the true identity of Alexander Fay, let’s piece 

together his professional career, and that of Annie, leading up to the Victoria Hall 

performance.  

 

In tracking the Fays professional career, my search began with the statement given at 

one of the inquests following the Sunderland Disaster made by Alexander Fay in 

which he states that he had been an entertainer for eight years, which would mean 

that he started his career around 1875.  

 

A rich source of information for tracking Victorian performers is the relatively recent 

online database of Victorian publications that the British Library has created. This 

resource includes scanned and searchable copies of The Era, the most prolific variety 

and entertainment publication at that time.  

 

If we go back to the mid-

1870s, much is 

happening in the world 

of magic in Britain. In 

July, 1874 Anna Eva Fay 

makes her debut in 

London appearing at the 

Crystal Palace. Anna 

created quite a stir with 

her performance which 

was viewed at the time 

as a demonstration of 

genuine spiritualism. She 

presented both a “light 

and dark séance”…a 

light séance being 

spiritualistic 

demonstrations 

performed in full light 

while a dark séance 

being performed with 

little or no light.  

 

 

 

  



In January 1875 Colonel Cordova 

opens his new Drawing Rooms 

at 3 Tichborne Street, next door 

to the London Pavilion.  

 

Col. Cordova claims to have 

played over 2000 nights to 

crowded and delighted 

audiences in America. The show 

includes Jane Dillon and Nella 

Davenport as well as 

Mr S Novello, mimic, protean 

act, and nature's own 

ventriloquist.  

 

By March of 1875, Colonel 

Cordova is receiving favourable 

reviews for his show. Of 

particular note is Nella 

Davenport, who is described as a 

"well-favoured and symmetrical 

young lady".  

 

In early April, Col. Cordova 

announces that after 100 

consecutive nights in London, Colonel Cordova entertainment "A Night in 

Fairyland" is now on their 

first provincial tour.  

 

At around the same time, 

Mr. Crookes runs his 

famous scientific tests on 

Anna Eva Fay using a 

galvanometer, eventually 

declaring Anna genuine.  

 

In early May, Col. 

Cordova “for three nights 

only” appears at The 

Royal Theatre in Oxford 



along with Nella Davenport the 

unrivalled anti-spirit Medium. The 

act is described as coming from the 

academies of Music, New York 

City, Philadelphia and the 

principal Opera Houses and 

Theatres in America. As we shall 

soon see, this description of the act 

will prove important to my 

research into Alexander and 

Annie.  

 

In mid-May, Anna Eva Fay 

appears St. James’s Hall, 

Birmingham. Her feats and 

"manifestations" are described as 

exciting the wonder and curiosity 

of large audiences. Within two 

weeks Col. Cordova and Nella Davenport also appear in Birmingham at the 

Exchange Assembly Rooms. One report indicates that Nella's performance was as 

good as Anna Eva Fay's. Another states Nella’s aims at dispelling the delusion of 

spiritualism, have excited great astonishment. Without at all darkening the room, 

and whilst secured by the neck, feet, and hands to iron staples in a cabinet, she 

exhibits the various so-called "manifestations" which caused such a profound 

sensation when produced by the Davenport Brothers as well as Anna Eva Fay.  

 

During the year of 1876, Anna Eva Fay returns to the United States, while Nella 

Davenport continues to tour often billing herself as The World-Renowned American 

Enchantress. By this time, she would often appear without Col. Cordova featuring 

other acts.  

For example, a show in 

December 1876 given in 

Islington included Leila 

Dillon, American 

Cantatrice and Protean 

Character Mimic as well as 

Cockie the Australian 

Wonder (Cockie being a 

trained cockatoo).  

 



In March of 1877 we 

find possibly the first 

public mention of 

Alexander Fay 

appearing in The Era in which he is advertising for an assistant: Wanted young man 

to deliver bills and make himself useful. Send terms to Fays Wonders.  

 

The following month 

another notice appears 

in The Era, this time 

advertising Captain 

Fay's Wonders which includes an expose of "Dr Slade's Slate Writing" and a host of 

other "Modern Miracles". Subsequent advertisements appear in May, one entitled A 

Strange Man In Yorkshire! Captain Fay, the Famous American Conjuror another appeared 

that same month announcing: Modern Miracles - Captain Fay the celebrated American 

Conjuror and Anti-Spiritualist, a Special Novelty for Fetes, Rinks, Gardens, Bazaars, 

Institutes, &c. Splendid Picture Posters from One to Sixteen Sheets.  

 

The first use of the name Alexander appears in September: Colonel Alexander Fay, the 

Premier Ventriloquist and Prestidigitateur. Now concluding a successful tour through the 

Clyde Watering Places. The finest ventriloquial show in the world. Six magnificent Life-Size 

Figures. [Note: The Clyde is a major river in Scotland.] 

 

In November, 1877, we find 

something interesting 

advertised. Alexander Fay is 

now performing with Col. 

Cordova and Nella 

Davenport at the Royal Hall 

in Jersey. Fay's ventriloquial 

entertainment forms a 

prominent part of the 

programme. And thus the link is established between Fay, Col. Cordova and Nella 

Davenport.  

 



In December of that same 

year, Davenport, Wright and 

Co. are listed as agents for 

both Nella Davenport as well 

as Alexander Fay and his 

Funny Folks (Six Life-size 

Automata). At first glance this 

may not appear that 

important. However, it turns 

out that Davenport, Wright 

and Co. is actually a talent 

agency owned by Col. 

Cordova, whose real name is William White Maitland. The following year, Maitland 

ends up in court charged with keeping and using a betting-house at 29 Leicester 

Square, under the name of Davenport, Wright, and Co. At the hearing Maitland 

declares he is an accountant, entertainer and agent, aged 37 at the time. Col. Cordova 

aka William White Maitland is convicted of running an illegal betting operation and 

fined £50. Four years later, in 1882, Maitland again finds himself in court. He is 

accused of inserting advertisements in papers representing that he could procure 

engagements for artists at first-class London venues on payment of a premium.  

 

In several cases money had been paid without engagement being secured. He is 

again convicted and fined £50. Finally, my research turned up that Maitland would 

again be charged for using unlicensed premises for the purpose of betting in 1898. 

  

Let me go back to December 1877. Nella 

Davenport and Alexander Fay are now 

performing together in Cardiff, Wales. 

Of even greater significance is the fact 

that a Miss Annie Fay is mentioned as 

forming part of the company. Her 

wonderful séances are described as 

extraordinarily bewildering. Nella, 

Alexander and Annie tour Wales for 

another two months with Alexander 

performing ventriloquism and conjuring 

and Annie providing Spiritual 

Entertainment.  

 

 



 

The following year, 1878, Nella and Alexander perform both separately and together 

throughout the year. By 1879, it would appear that Alexander and Annie strike out 

on their own touring Wales, the Northeast and Northwest of England. They are 

billing the act as: Fay's American Wonders with Magnificent Stage Accessories, 

Splendid Lithos and 40-sheet Posters.  

 

In December 1879, the Fays appear at the 

Theatre Royal in Oxford. The billing for this 

show is remarkably similar to the one used 

four years earlier by Col. Cordova and Nella 

Davenport -- Miss Annie Fay, the world-

renowned American Enchantress along with 

Alexander Fay. From the academies of Music, New 

York City, Philadelphia and the principal Opera 

Houses and Theatres in America.  

So it would appear that by this point in their 

career, Alexander and Annie have 

appropriated much of their act from Col. 

Cordova and Nella Davenport. Of note is the 

fact that I was unable to find any further 

reference to Nella Davenport nor Col. Cordova 

past 1879.  

 

The show was comprised of Alexander 

presenting conjuring followed by 

ventriloquism featuring Fay’s Funny Folks, six 

or seven large vent dolls.  



My research would indicate that this part 

of the act was heavily patterned on the 

famous ventriloquist Lieutenant Walter 

Cole and his Merry Folks.  

 

In the second half of the show, Annie 

would then present a light séance. This 

was often followed by a dark séance for 

an additional cost. Typically they would 

intermingle a vocalist or pianist between 

sections of the show. The Fays would 

continue to follow this basic format, with 

variations, for the remainder of their careers.  

 

For the next several years the Fays tour England including places such as Reading, 

Oxford, Brighton, London, Torquay, Liverpool, Manchester, Tynemouth, Stockton, 

Darlington, Whitby, Hull, Bradford, Halifax, Scarborough, Harrogate, Crewe, Derby 

as well as parts of Wales and Scotland. In addition to their normal act, they began to 

do Saturday afternoon children’s shows, either in the venue they were performing 

at, or in nearby halls. This proved a reasonably lucrative venture. The first mention I 

could find of them giving children’s performances was in 1882.  

 



 

In March, 1883, writing from the 

Goodfellows Hall, in Yorkshire, 

Alexander seeks to secure dates 

from the Manager of the 

Brighton Aquarium. In this 

handwritten note, Alexander 

writes: “We have magnificent 

new entertainment & properties; 

new & original thought reading; 

refined entertainment a la 

Maskelyne & Cooke.”  

By April, The Fays begin what 

proves to be a reasonably long 

run at the Tynemouth 

Aquarium, about 12 miles north 

of Sunderland.  And as we now 

know, it is from this location 

that they decide to hold a 

Saturday afternoon children’s 

show at the Victoria Hall in 

nearby Sunderland.  

The Aquarium, Tynemouth. 



The Aftermath 
 

  
 

Immediately following the tragedy that took place on the 16th of June, two inquests 

were held due to the fact that the children who perished in the disaster came from 

two different counties. In the evidence given both Alexander Fay and Mr. Graham, 

the hall-keeper, testified that during the interval the heavy door separating the main 

body of the hall from the gallery was open (Fay knew this because he had gone up to 

the gallery to reprimand several boys how were behaving badly). Fay’s assistant, 

Hesseltine who was responsible for distributing toys and prizes to the children in 

gallery, claimed that the large swing door was already bolted partially closed when 

he arrived. However, several children gave accounts differing from Hesseltine’s 

claiming that Hesseltine closed the door in an attempt to control the rush of children 

seeking prizes.  

 

 In his report to Parliament on July 14th, Hugh Shield, MP, includes a moving 

account of 11 year old Inez (Innis) Coe who was indirectly spared because of her 

disability. She went down the stairs early to avoid the crush and was told by a man 

at the bottom that she could not leave until the others from upstairs had come down.  

 



Once the stampede started, Inez 

(Innis) snuggled into the corner of the 

stairway and used her crutch as a 

crash barrier. She saw a boy fall 

down and others trip over him and 

she squeezed into the corner as 

bodies piled up around her. After 

what must have seemed like hours, 

she saw a man reaching down to pull 

out the dead bodies that surrounded 

her. Screaming: “take me out before 

the dead ones I'm alive.” Inez (Innis) was hoisted clear. On reaching the outside she 

fainted but was revived with a bucket of cold water.  

 

In the end, both juries concluded that there was insufficient evidence to determine 

how the swing door came to be closed and bolted. Both Fay and Mr. Coates (the 

proprietor of the Victoria Hall) were highly censured for their recklessness in 

allowing such a large number of children to be brought together in the Hall without 

having provided an adequate staff of assistants to control and protect the children. 

They were further chastised for giving little thought to their audience but rather 

appeared more concerned about the collection of money. The behaviour of the 

school teachers was also admonished 

for accepting free tickets and not acting 

in the best interest of their pupils. The 

final conclusion of the juries was that 

the negligence on the part of either Fay 

and Coates was not sufficiently 

culpable to warrant a verdict of 

manslaughter.  

 

 In the aftermath, money poured into 

the town, including a donation from 

her majesty Queen Victoria.  

 

 Poems were written and memorial 

cards produced. Monies from the 

donations were used to erect a 

monument to the dead children in 

Mowbray Park. This took the form of a 



life-size white marble statue depicting a grieving mother holding a dead child.  

 

Robert Alexander Briggs was living in 

Sunderland at the time, a young architect 

who was so shocked at the tragedy that 

he resolved that such a thing should 

never occur again. Eight years later, in 

November, 1891, he applied for a patent 

for a bolt which he had perfected. It was 

granted in August, 1892.  

  The device consists of 

a lock operated by 

movable rods across 

the width of each exit 

door. Thus fitted, the 

lock makes it 

impossible for an 

audience to be locked 

in but, at the same 

time, such a door is 

absolutely secure from 

unauthorised entry. 

This is the basis for the 

emergency exit door 

whose basic design is 

the same as those used 

today.  

 

Victoria Hall was 

initially boarded-up 

but in 1906 it was 

extended and re-

opened as the 

“Alexandra Hall” with 

the intention of 

providing wider 

entertainment. 

However, the tragedy had damned it, audiences simply wouldn't go there, and 

artists wouldn't play there. It remained in periodic use until the night of April 15th, 

1941 when, at around 3:00 a.m. during a heavy air-raid on the town, a German 



parachute-mine scored a direct hit on the northern end of the building and 

completely demolished it. Few missed the sullen reminder of the earlier tragedy.  

 

 
 

 
 

The Alexandra Hall, Sunderland. 

The Alexandra Hall after it was bombed in 1941. 



In 1994 Sunderland Council undertook a major 

refurbishment of Sunderland Museum and the 

surrounding area. As part of this project the 

marble memorial to the dead of 1883 disaster was 

fully restored, and re-erected in a copper and 

brass protective enclosure near to its original 

location in Mowbray Park where it stands today.  

 

Finally, it’s worth mentioning that what led me on 

this exploration into the Sunderland Disaster and 

the Fays was this little broken rocking horse.  

This is one of the 

actual toys given 

out as prizes at 

the end of Fay’s 

magic show. It 

was given to 

Emily Steel of 

Gray Road, 

Sunderland on 

the day of the disaster. A boy grabbed it and got 

away with the front legs and rockers. Completely by chance, about a year ago 

[around 2009], I read that this toy had been selected by the BBC as one of Britain’s 

100 most important objects. Intrigued, I set out on a journey to learn more about both 

the tragedy and the Fays.  

 

The Latter Years  
 

So what happened to the Fays? 

Did they continue to perform 

after this tragic event? Did they 

change their name? Were they 

able to secure future bookings?  

 

Well, in fact they did continue to 

perform almost immediately 

following the inquests. They 

went back to performing at the 

Tynemouth Aquarium.  

 



During one of the trials, Annie 

testified that she had been 

“staying with my brother at 

Tynemouth”. My research found 

that Robert Hutchinson, along 

with his family was living in 

Tynemouth at the time of the 

disaster at 35 Percy Street which 

provides further supporting 

evidence that Annie and 

Alexander were brother and sister 

and they likely had a brother 

named Robert.  

 

By the end of July they conclude their season at the 

Tynemouth Aquarium and once again adopt their 

arduous touring schedule around England, Wales 

and Scotland.  

 

They follow this pattern for the next twenty-five 

years. It’s largely through the pages of The Era that 

we are able to track their movements.  

 

They also continue to use the same billing and 

remain faithful to the act that was originated by 

Col. Cordova and Nella Davenport.  

 

For example, in a program once owned by Peter 

Warlock the Fays are appearing at the Town Hall in 

Bermondsey, in East London. Of particular note is 

the fact that they are featuring “The Fay’s 

Vanishing Lady - the latest Parisian and London 

Sensation” in their act. This safely dates the 

performances to around 1886-7 since the Fays, like 

many others at the time, were copying de Kolta’s 

masterpiece that Charles Bertram first presented at 

the Egyptian Hall in August 1886.  

 

35 Percy Street, Tynemouth. 



In the summer of 1887, after an eleven year absence, 

Anna Eva Fay returns to the United Kingdom. Soon 

after her return, an interesting notice appears in the 

pages of The Era:  
 

The Fays, World-renowned Entertainers. 

Established in England Ten Years. Alexander Fay 

and Miss Fay beg to inform Managers, Sharers, 

&c., they have no connection with a Spiritualistic 

Entertainment now given in Scotland under name 

of "Anna" Fay.  

 

 

At some point in the late 1880s, early 1890s, 

Fay takes on an assistant, Gustave Fasola.  

 

However, by 1893 Fasola strikes out on his 

own and for several years he pretty much 

duplicates Fay’s act until he decides to 

completely overhaul the show and re-launch 

himself as Fasola, The Famous Indian Fakir. 

To add further confusion, at some point 

Fasola marries an Annie Fay. Fasola will 

later gain his own international notoriety for 

an incident that occurs during one of his 

performances… but I will leave that story for 

Gary Hunt to tell.  

 

 

 Fasola 



At the turn of the century, we find that Alexander Fay is married to Nellie age 25, 

and has two children Eveline, aged 3 and Lillian aged 1:  

  

A program from Peter Lane’s collection from 1904 confirms that the Fays are 

continuing to hold true to form by providing a show that is almost identical to the 

one that was given 25 years earlier.  

 

By 1905 the trail goes cold. 

Whether the Fays continued to 

perform further into the 20th 

century I have been unable to 

ascertain. I do know that an 

Alexander Fay appears in the 

1911 census as a border at 84 

Castlereagh Street, Barnsley in 

Yorkshire. His profession is 

recorded as an Entertainer, and 

his marital status is now 

widowed.  

 

The final clue to what became of 

Alexander Fay is contained in 

an article that appeared on 

Saturday, September 5th, 1936 

in the World’s Fair. It is a letter 

written by Mons. Ducarel to the 

editor on the topic: “Conjurers I 

met and saw over 40 years ago". 

At the end of this wonderful 

article we find the following:  
 

Alexander Fay did conjuring and ventriloquism but the most attractive was 

given by Miss Fay in a cabinet séance. She was tied with calico strips to a 

stake and various effects took place inside the cabinet. Poverty overtook Fay 

and he died in Leeds Workhouse.  



 

 

 

Despite my own search through the Leeds Workhouse archives, I have been unable 

to locate either an Alexander Fay or an Alfred Hutchinson. Throughout my research 

into the Fays following the Sunderland Disaster, I found no evidence that they ever 

again presented a similar Children’s Saturday afternoon show.  

 

There remain many unanswered questions about the Fays. We may never know 

exactly when Alexander passed away or what happened to Annie and we certainly 

will never know who, or how, the door to the gallery at Victoria Hall came to be 

bolted partially shut on that fateful day in June, 1883.  

 

Thank you for listening. 
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